Campaign Toolkit

Business Safety Week 2019
#BusinessSafety19
9th-15th September
Toolkit for participating fire & rescue services

Business Safety Week - Overview

Business Safety Week is an opportunity for NFCC, supported by Fire and Rescue Services, to make small and medium sized businesses
awareness of their fire safety responsibilities. It is an opportunity to inform businesses of the help and advice that is available all year round to
support them.
NFCC appreciate that many smaller businesses may find the challenge of understanding the complexities of fire safety regulation to be a
daunting task, so a key aim of our Business Safety Week is to help businesses overcome this challenge, in an open and supportive way.
By focusing on support rather than enforcement, this campaign aims to encourage local business communities to engage in conversations
that will help them overcome any anxieties or uncertainties on how to fulfill their fire safety responsibilities.
The campaign runs from 9th – 15th September with the main themes as
•
Preventing Arson
•
Reducing False Alarms
•
Preventing Common Causes of Business Fires and
•
Protecting Sleeping Accommodation
September presents the ideal time, recognising the increased fire risks from additional stock and unfamiliar temporary seasonal staff over the
upcoming Christmas period. This timing allows businesses to get smarter with their fire safety management, to use the support to get it right
from the start, rather than face action in the middle of the hustle and bustle of the festive season.

#BusinessSafety19
*https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/707785/Building_a_Safer_Future_-_web.pdf

Statistics 2017-2018
Figure compiled from England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland

Statistics 2017-2018

Nearly 30% of
fires in nonresidential
premises in the
UK are deliberate

Statistics 2017-2018
In the UK there were 13,862 accidental
primary fires in non-residential premises in
2017/18 33% of these fires were caused by
faulty appliances or leads or misuse of
equipment or appliances
Fire false alarms UK

There were more than 303K false fire alarms
in the UK in 2017/18.
Almost 70% due to apparatus. This figure
includes false alarms in dwellings.
In Scotland 60% of false fire alarms were in non-dwellings and more than 50% of these due
to apparatus.
In Wales more than 40% of false fire alarms were in non- dwellings and 37% of these due to
apparatus
Please also use your own local statistics to support the week

Press Release
XXX Fire and Rescue Service is offering businesses fire safety advice as part of the National Fire Chiefs Council's (NFCC's) Business Safety
Week 2019.
The campaign runs from 9th - 15th September aims to provide those who are with responsibility for businesses and public buildings with
information and advice to reduce the number of fire incidents and false alarms in the workplace, both of which impact business safety and
productivity.
The week encourages all businesses to ensure they have taken the steps required by law to protect their business and employees from fire.
Advice will also be given on preventing arson attacks, reducing false alarms, and if needed fire safety advice for premises with sleeping
accommodation adjacent or above them.
The lead up to Christmas can be a busy time for businesses so NFCC are calling on people to take the opportunity now to review risk
assessments and escape plans in preparation for Christmas as they may take on extra stock and new or seasonal staff. Statistics show that in
2017-18 there were 19,033 fires in UK businesses with about 30% (5,293) being deliberately set.
In the UK electrical fires account for around 33% of accidental fires in the workplace. These fires can be due to electrical faults or misuse of
electrical equipment. A rise in these fires is seen during the Christmas period.
By law, employers should make sure equipment is installed, maintained and used correctly, whether it is owned or leased by the business.
NFCC’s Protection and Business Safety Vice Chair Guy Keen, said:
“About one third of fires in the workplace are due to electrical faults and misuse of electrical equipment. The majority of these fires are likely to
be preventable by taking some simple measures, businesses can learn about how to make their premises and their staff safer from fire.
“We know that many small businesses never recover from the damage caused by fire, so it is really important to factor in fire safety particularly
as part of preparations in the run up to Christmas.”
Chair of NFCC's Protection and Business Safety Committee, Mark Hardingham said:
"Fire can have a devastating effect on small and medium size businesses. The NFCC is committed to supporting business and linking them to
their local fire and rescue service who can help and advise them on reducing their fire risk.
"We encourage business owners to get in touch with their local fire service and find out about the help available so business can flourish and
support the UK economy and local community in a safe and sustainable way."
XXX Fire and Rescue Service will be [insert details of events/workshops etc that your service will be delivering as part of the week.

Launch Day 9 September
NFCC Activity
NFCC will issue a press release to national press
NFCC will tweet ahead of the week to publicise the
campaign using #BusinessSafety19
NFCC have created a launch tweets- see below and
please take part
We will use the #BusinessSafety19 please try and
use this on social media as this helps with
monitoring and evaluation

Suggested social media messaging
• If business is booming then remember you may need to
rethink fire safety. Review risk assessments, record
information and make sure staff are trained regularly
#BusinessSafety19
• If the thought of doing your own fire risk assessment fills
you with dread consider appointing a competent person.
Here's some guidance to help you find one
www.nationalfirechiefs.org.uk/Finding-fire-risk-assessor
#Businesssafety19
• If you know you are not on top of fire safety in your
business and you don't know where to start then follow
#BusinessSafety19 and get in touch with your fire service
for advice and help

Suggestions for FRS Activity
Please issue a press release to your local press contacts. There is a
suggested release within this toolkit but feel free to create your own or
edit to fit local need. Please reference the fact this campaign is
nationwide and other FRSs will take part. Don't forget to mention NFCC
Please let NFCC know if you have planned any events as part of this
week and we will help publicise on our social media channels.
Community engagement really helps with this campaign. if resources
allow consider visiting businesses in your communities
Hopefully your press release will lead to media publicity please undertake and don't feel you need to reference NFCC in this
but do let us know

Launch Tweets

Please schedule for 9am Friday 6 September :
Next week is @NFCC_FireChiefs Business Safety Week. @Name of FRS
will be offering advice and help prevent fires in the workplace so look out
for #BusinessSafety19

Please schedule for 9am Monday 9 September :
This week is @NFCC_FireChiefs Business Safety Week. Look out for
#BusinessSafety19 and advice from@Name of your FRS

Electrical fires in workplace -10 September

Suggested website wording
Electrical fires account for around 33% of accidental fires in
the UK workplace. These fires can be due to electrical faults
or misuse of electrical equipment.
Employers should make sure equipment is installed and
maintained and used correctly. This applies to equipment at
work whether owned or leased by the business.
Maintenance depends on the type of appliance. Simple
checks such as visual checks for loose or frayed wires or
signs of overheating such as discolouration can be sufficient.
The Electricity at Work Regulations 1989 require that any
electrical equipment that has the potential to cause injury is
maintained in a safe condition. NFCC recommend Portable
Appliance Testing (PAT) as an effective method for
demonstrating electrical safety compliance.
Staff should be trained to look out for any problems with
equipment and have a system of reporting and logging faulty
equipment. If equipment shouldn't be used it should be
labelled and disposed of or maintained appropriately.
Some electrical fires in the workplace can be caused by
human error. Ensure sockets are not overloaded and switch
off and unplug unused equipment. Don't block fan vents on
electrical equipment.
Combustible materials should be kept away from electrical
appliances and sources of heat to reduce the risk of fire.

Suggestions for FRS Activity
Use the campaign week to promote any relevant courses your fire
and rescue service run for businesses.
As electrical fires are a common cause of fires in the workplace you
may wish to include some prevention advice and information on your
fire service website and reference the fact that this prevention advice
shoud be available to employees with through in house training or the
fire safety courses run by fire and rescue services.

Suggested social media messaging
• Staff are key to preventing fires in the workplace. Train them well and
often. Simple precautions such as not overloading sockets and
looking out for damaged or faulty electrical appliances can reduce fire
risk #BusinessSafety19
• Check electricals in the workplace for damage or wear and tear and
make sure staff know how to report problems to reduce fire risk in the
workplace #BusinessSafety19
• If you will be recruiting seasonal staff for the Christmas rush, make
sure you train them in fire safety so they can prevent fires and know
how to respond if there is an incident #BusinessSafety19
• In the UK around 33% of accidental fires in non dwellings are caused
either by faulty electrical appliances or leads or misuse of equipment.
Make sure staff are trained to use appliances and report problems
#BusinessSafety19

False Alarms and Unwanted Fire Signals 11 September
NFCC Activity
Check your webpages are going to this new link not the
old CFOA website) www.nationalfirechiefs.org.uk/
Unwanted-fire-signals
NFCCAFA/ UwFS Reduction Lead - Paul McCourt provided two
letters on behalf of NFCC (NHS and schools) which fire
and rescue services can use to compliment local activities/
resources and highlight this as a national issue
Updated (editable) postcard to encourage businesses to take
the right action in the event of a false alarm - rather than waiting
to see blue lights!

Suggested social media messaging(insert your @FRS and link for
businesses to get in touch)

• Businesses can help keep local communities safer by working
with fire and rescue services to reduce false alarms. Every
shout to a false alarm it takes us away from community safety
activities and real emergencies #BusinessSafety19

• If your business has an old unreliable alarm system it is worth
looking at upgrading. False alarms cost business money in
lost productivity. Keep your business working
#BusinessSafety19
• It's estimated that false fire alarms cost the UK economy
£1billion a year. How much are they costing your business? If
it's a persistent problem your local fire service may charge you
for false alarms. Get in touch for advice #BusinessSafety19
• If the fire alarm at your workplace keeps going off, get in touch
with your local fire and rescue service for advice. It could be
something as simple as the wrong detector in the wrong place
#BusinessSafety19

Suggestions for FRS Activity
Identify any businesses or organisations that may be responsible for
UFAS in your area and get in touch with them to help resolve the
issue.
Have you successfully worked with an organisation to reduce false
alarms? How about a local case study to show this can be done and
showcase the advice and support the fire service can give.

Encourage local businesses to help reduce false alarms. Provide them
with advice on what they should do if an alarm accidentally activates.
Please insert your contact details on the postcard and if needed
update information to local needs.

False Alarms and Unwanted Fire Signals
False Alarm
A false alarm is a fire alarm signal resulting from a cause other than a fire, in which an alarm has actuated
• A fire like phenomenon or environmental influence
• Accidental damage.
• Inappropriate human action
• Equipment false alarms, in which the fire alarm has resulted from a fault in the system. A false alarm becomes an
UwFS at the point a FRS attends and confirms the actuation was a false alarm.
Impact of false alarms
• Disruption of business (downtime, time wasted, loss of business and theft).
• Erode user’s confidence in the value and reliability of AFA systems and discourage people from taking these systems seriously.
• False alarms unnecessarily transmitted to FAMOs impacts on their resources. Whilst dealing with false alarm alerts, operators are unavailable to
deal with real emergencies.
Impact of Unwanted Fire Signals
• Diverting essential services from emergencies (putting life and property at risk).
• Cost to business of retained fire fighters being released.
• Unnecessary risk to crew & public whilst responding (accidents).
• Disruption to arson reduction, prevention, community safety (education, domestic smoke alarm fitting) & business support activities.
• Disruption to training of operational personnel.
• Impact on the environment of unnecessary appliance movements (noise, air and traffic pollution).
• Drain on public finances.
• The impact on Responsible Persons (RP) where persistent mismanagement of fire alarm signals has resulted in withdrawal of AFA attendance.
• Financial impact on premises where FRS apply charging for attending false alarms.

Video Content

- For social media or for your websites - as this video references England it may not be suitable for some FRS's websites

https://youtu.be/x9LoCNe3VXM

Arson Prevention for Business - 12 September
NFCC Activity
A poster is included in this toolkit which canbe use on social media,
website or even printed out for display or handed out to local
businesses.
NFCC have developed a new Arson Position Statement and
Arson Prevention Strategy. Both documents can be found on the
NFCC website www.nationalfirechiefs.org.uk/Arson

Suggested social media messages

• Most arson attacks aren't planned - take steps to deter
opportunists arsonists from attacking your business
#BusinessSafety19
• Don't let your business become one of the 5,500 affected by
arson. Many businesses never recover, many employees lose
their jobs #BusinessSafety19
• Have you done anything to protect your business from arson?
See #BusinessSafety19 for simple tips and advice
• Plan ahead!! Prepare for your busy trading periods when you
accumulate more rubbish - arrange extra collections to deter
arsonists #BusinessSafety19
• If possible, keep rubbish to a minimum, away from buildings
and perimeter fencing, in metal, lockable bins
#BusinessSafety19
• The best defence against arson is adequate security for your
business. Lock-up procedures, working security lights and
alarms and good housekeeping can reduce risk
#BusinessSafety19
• Business owners - lookout for early signs of anit-social
behaviour, vandalism and fires in your local area & report it your premises could be next #BusinessSafety19
• Review your Fire Risk Assessment to ensure ‘Waste
Management’ arrangements protect your business
#Businesssafety19

Suggestions for FRS Activity
Review your local arson profile and target resources accordingly.
Use the NFCC Arson Reduction Strategy and look to work in
Partnership during Business Safety Week. Most FRSs already have
localised arson prevention information. Use Business Safety week to
review, refresh and give the arson reduction impetus a new push.
You may wish to concentrate on specific businesses/organisations
such as retailers or schools, depending on local need.
Work with a local business that may have suffered an incident and
highlight the impact this had on the business and the people working
there.
Awareness poster can be used. This can be
edited to include your FRS contact details,
reduced in size and used as a handout or
turned into a double sided flyer.
The information overleaf can be used or your
own information if you wish.
This can also be used as an image on social
media

National commercial arson statistics can be found on the statistics page
It is recognised that arson is more of a problem for insurers who cover
commercial buildings than it is for those who cover residential buildings.
According to the ABI, 29% of commercial fire claims in the UK can be
considered as ‘deliberate’ whilst 4-5% of domestic fire claims in the UK can be
considered as ‘deliberate’.*
*www.stoparsonuk.org/arson/Insurers.php

Business safety information- Arson
Insert your FRS name here, NFCC and Arson Prevention Forum (APF) are committed improving safety and assisting you to trade
safely to reduce arson and the significant impact it could have on your business.
Below is a snap shot of best practice advice that can greatly reduce the potential of your business becoming affected by arson.
Good housekeeping
•
‘Waste Management’ should be considered in your Fire Risk Assessment. Waste and rubbish (free fuel) should be in secure
areas/bins, away from buildings, and NOT be accessible through perimeter fencing.
•
DO NOT place skips, recycling or bins under eaves or canopies of buildings.
•
DO NOT use entrance ways, shop fronts, entry and exit points as delivery points when closed, and likewise DO NOT use these
areas for leaving out next day waste collection points.
•
Having a clean external site with open spaces clear of clutter is less interesting to opportunist snooping criminals.
Protect your premises
•
Arson should be a key consideration in your Fire Risk Assessment; Perimeter security, Security lighting, CCTV reduce
opportunist intrusion.
•
Consider installing external mail boxes at perimeter fencing, blanking off door letterboxes or fitting anti-arson letterboxes on
entry doors.
•
Make sure you know who is on your site at all times - this means visitors and staff having signing in and out procedures.
Involve and inform your staff
Staff are a big asset to your business security arrangements. Developing a vigilant workforce who support compliance with your fire
safety and business security procedures will help healthy business growth and general operations.
When closing for the day may sure staff have procedures for closing down and securing up before leaving the building and site.
Make sure your staff know about fire prevention and its importance to you, having a way of reporting concerns will help improve
operations.
Further advice can be obtained from your local Fire Service and the APF website: insert your FRS website address here
www.stoparsonuk.org
CrimeStoppers is a National dedicated route to anonymously reporting arson.
If you report it at an early stage, it is less likely to escalate to involve your property and business.

“See it – Log it – Report it”

Accommodation on commercial premises 13 September
Suggestions for FRS Activity
NFCC Activity
Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue Service
have produced some leaflets which you can add
your contact details and logo to these for
distribution or your websites.
These compliance leaflets produced for takeaways
and fast food premises and currently they are
available in English, Bengali, Mandarin and
Turkish

Suggested social media messages
• If you live above a business, make sure your exit routes
are clear and clutter free - not used as overspill storage
areas #BusinessSafety19
• If you live above a business and are concerned about fire
safety see our website for advice on what you should look
out for (link to your website with advice)
#BusinessSafety19
• If your commute to work is just down the stairs to the family
business lucky you! But please make sure you have taken
action to protect your business, home and family from the
risk of fire. Contact your Fire and Rescue Service for
advice #BusinessSafety19

Some Fire and Rescue Services have told us they have seen a
rise in the number of prohibition notices in premises with
associated sleeping accommodation. Review your local
information and establish if this is the case in your area.
You may wish to approach businesses and ensure they are
aware of their responsibilities - in some cases the people
sleeping above may be the business owners and their family or
employees of the business.
You may wish to speak to people living above commercial
premises. They may not be involved in the business below but
a lack of business fire safety may cause additional risk to
residents above
You may wish to include additional information on your website for
people who live above commercial premises. This could include
encouraging them to contact the Fire Service if they suspect an issue
or signposting to local authority to report a problem:
Things to look out for :
Are communal areas including outside space used to store stock or
rubbish?
Do you have clear unobstructed escape routes?
Is there an alarm which is audible over the entire property?
Is there accumulated rubbish around the premises? - this could be an
arson risk
Are commercial and residential premises separated correctly - this
could mean fire doors and fireproofed construction on floors, ceiling
and walls.

